
List of Verbs 1

Regular
Present Past Participle

                              /ed /                        /ed /
accept accepted accepted
add added added
appreciate appreciated appreciated
invade invaded invaded
invite invited invited
need needed needed
paint painted painted
separate separated separated
shout shouted shouted
trust trusted trusted
visit visited visited
wait waited waited
want wanted wanted

                            /t /                         /t /
analyze analyzed analyzed
ask asked asked
bake baked baked
book booked booked
clap clapped clapped
dance danced danced
finish finished finished
jump jumped jumped
laugh laughed laughed
look looked looked
notice noticed noticed
pack packed packed
reduce reduced reduced
scrape scraped scraped
search searched searched
talk talked talked
thank thanked thanked
use used used
vanish vanished vanished
walk walked walked
wash washed washed
watch watched watched
work worked worked

                            /d /                         /d /
admire admired admired
agree agreed agreed
allow allowed allowed
answer answered answered
appear appeared appeared
arrive arrived arrived
belong belonged belonged
call called called
change changed changed
clean cleaned cleaned
continue continued continued
die died died
drown drowned drowned
explain explained explained
label labeled labeled

Irregular
Present Past Participle
awake awoke awoken
be was / were been
bear bore born
beat beat beaten
become became become
begin began begun
blow blew blown
break broke broken
bring brought brought
build built built
burn burnt burnt
choose chose chosen
come came come
cut cut cut
dive dived dived
do did done
draw drew drawn
dream dreamt dreamt
drive drove driven
eat ate eaten
fall fell fallen
feed fed fed
feel felt felt
find found found
fit fit fit
fly flew flown
forget forgot forgotten
forgive forgave forgiven
freeze froze frozen
give gave given
go went gone
grow grew grown
hang hung hung
have had had
hear heard heard
hide hid hidden
hit hit hit
hold held held
keep kept kept
know knew known
learn learnt learnt
leave left left
let let let
lie lay lain
light lit lit
run ran run
see saw seen
speak spoke spoken
spend spent spent
tell told told
think thought thought
understand understood understood
win won won
write wrote written
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